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Rubberglovebagpipes is the name of an instrument and at the same time the titel of a Sergej Mohntau Live-Performance. Musical instruments are used as utensils and objects of utility as musical instruments. Besides the Rubberglovebagpipes other instruments like the Electric Window, the Jack-Of-All-Trades Double Bass and Selfmade Hardcase-Laptops have been created. In combination with human voices and electronic devices various pieces have been generated. The compositions follow the specific sonic features of the adapted utensils and lead to different musical styles. A common sound generated from both analog and digital sources encased in a dramaturgical concept based on mechanics, electricity, and electronics. Music as the language of objects.


The CD is also available as DVD. In addition to the musical pieces the DVD also contains film to illustrate the theatric aspect of Rubberglovebagpipes. More informations, films, photos, explanations of the invented musical instruments: www.sergejmohntau.net

Sergej Mohntau are Juergen Berlakovich & Thomas Pfeffer

Tracklist

1) Movimento 3 für Gummihandschuhdudelsack (03:11)
2) Bassena (04:41)
3) Lappen (07:58)
4) Luetfen (08:35)
5) Scheibenwischer (02:46)
6) Landschaftspflege (09:06)
7) inarbeit (03:15)
8) Lappen 2 (00:53)
9) Wing (05:01)
10)  Putzkolonne (Tanzkolonne-Remix) (08:26)

All tracks by Sergej Mohntau 
except Nr. 10: Sergej Mohntau remixed by Arne Wallbrecher at Pentagon Studios Berlin
Mastering: Christoph Amann at Amann Studios / Vienna

Track - Infos
		




	Movimento 3 (track1)
A digital poetry piece. The whole piece is exclusively based on two short speech samples. Sofware used: wav-improvizer by Wolfgang Foag.  


Bassena (track 2) 
Used instruments: Self invented so called “bumble dual double bass”, battery run monkey toy, self invented and self build laptops.


Lappen (track 3) 
Selfmade Laptops running wav-improvizer.


Luetfen ( track 4)
Used instruments: Rubberglove Bagpipes, Electric Window, Various Electronics.  


Scheibenwischer (track 5)
Digital poetry, anagramms and speechscrambling. The whole piece is based on the literal and sonic material of one word and a short bass sample.  


Landschaftspflege (track 6)
Used instruments: Rubberglove Bagpipes, Electric Window, Various Electronics.  


Wing (track 9)
Based on a familiar, mind-blowing sample, well-known all around the computerized world.
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Gummihandschuhdudelsack/Rubberglovebagpipes (CD / tres 005 – transacoustic research); 
electric pavillon global-soundfiles for the anti-globalization movement (CD / Compilation / Taliban Records) 
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about Sergej Mohntau

Sergej Mohntau was conceived in 1999 by Jürgen Berlakovich and Thomas Pfeffer. Concerts and performances are based on a combination of music, speech, gestures, and optical impressions which result in a special form of music theatre.

Sergej Mohntau uses computer manipulations to transform noises generated from objects not usually associated with music into musical sounds--and thus transforms the objects themselves into instruments. Figures such as the e-window and the rubber glove bagpipes, the jack-of-all-trades double bass, manipulated human voices, body parts, battery run toys and selfmade computers all play both visual and acoustical roles in our performances. The result is a common sound generated from both analog and digital sources which is encased in a dramaturgical concept based on the animality of the body, mechanics, electricity, and electronics.



Performances (selection) 

Institut für transakustische Forschung/Wien, rhiz/Wien, Schauspielhaus/Wien, Kunstforum/Wien, MuseumsQuartier/Wien, Medienturm/Graz, ars electronica/Linz, steirischer herbst/Graz, “electric pavillon”/Innsbruck, MAK/Wien, “Distorsonie Festival”/Bologna, Batofar/Paris.


